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Isotopy of Polygonal Domains for Generalized Polygons
MICHAEL JOSWIG
We examine the relationship between collineations of generalized polygons and certain ‘symmetries’
of their coordinating structures.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Usually it is considered elegant to prove theorems in geometry by entirely synthetic means.
Nevertheless, situations arise in which tools for an analytical treatment are most welcome. This
is especially true if the geometries under examination have a lack of symmetry. In this respect
the theory of generalized polygons makes no exception. Hanssens and Van Maldeghem [4,
5, 17] have established a coordinatization method for generalized polygons which generalizes
results on projective planes (cf. Hughes and Piper [6, Section V]). Up to now, however, it
seems that there has not been much effort to study the arising algebraic structures in their own
right.
Carrying over the concept of isotopy from the theory of planar ternary rings to the coordi-
natizing structures of arbitrary polygons we want to study how the existence of collineations
of a generalized polygon can be expressed algebraically. As an application we prove that the
isomorphism class of a generalized polygon with sufficiently many collineations is character-
ized by the isotopy class of its coordinatizing structures. This generalizes well-known results
on projective planes of Lenz type at least V and their coordinatizing semi-fields, (cf. Hughes
and Piper [6, Section VIII.5, (8.11)].
2. POLYGONAL DOMAINS
For the sake of completeness and in order to fix notation we repeat the description of
the coordinatization of generalized polygons from Van Maldeghem [17, 4.1] (cf. Tits [14],
Ronan [12], Payne and Thas [9] for the definition and the basic properties of generalized
polygons). The generalized triangles are exactly the projective planes.
Let P D .P;L; I / be a thick generalized n-gon with n  3. As usual P denotes the point
set, L the line set, and I the symmetric incidence relation on the set of vertices V D P [L. If
p and q are joined points, the unique joining line is denoted by p_q. Let ‘dist’ be the distance
function on V V induced by the incidence relation I . Then for 0  k  n and v 2 V we put
Pk.v/ D fw 2 V j dist.v;w/ D kg. Usually we abbreviate P.v/ for P1.v/. Let v;w 2 V with
dist.v;w/ D k < n. Then there is a unique vertex x 2 P.w/ \ Pk−1.v/. Denote this vertex
by projw v. Define a type function
type : V ! fP;Lg : v 7!

P; if v 2 P;
L; if v 2 L.
Furthermore let ‘not’ denote the unique non-identity bijection on the set fP;Lg. A se-
quence .v0; : : : ; vk/ with vi 2 V , vi IviC1, and vi 6D viC2 is called a (non-stammering) path of
length k. A path is called closed if its first vertex is incident with its last. A closed path of
length 2k is called an (ordered) ordinary k-gon. An apartment of a generalized n-gon is an
ordinary n-gon.
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Choose an apartment A D .v0; v1; : : : ; v2n−1/ where v2i 2 P and v2iC1 2 L. Indices will
always be considered modulo 2n. The canonical epimorphism of Z onto Z=2Z is denoted by
‘par’.
Let R and S be sets with jRj D jP.v1/nfv0gj and jSj D jP.v0/nfv1gj, respectively. Assume
that f0; 1g  R \ S, 1 62 R; S, and 0 6D 1. We set R D R [ f1g and S D S [ f1g, as well as
T D R [ S and T D T [ f1g.
We write 0k instead of
k timesz }| {
0; : : : ; 0. For the following definition we make the agreement that
00 denotes 0, whereas 0−1 denotes 1.
A family of bijective mappings .i /2n−1iD0 with
2iC1 : P.v2iC1/! R and 2i : P.v2i /! S
is called a labelling of A with coordinates .R; S/ if the following conditions are satisfied.
(L1) For i < n we have i .vi−1/ D 0− par i and i .viC1/ D 0.par i/−1.
(L2) The mappings i and iCn are related by
iCn.projviCn −1i .t// D t
for any t 2 i .P.vi //.
Note that for n odd the axiom (L2) implies that R D S.
We want to coordinatize P with respect to .A; R; S; .i /2n−1iD0 / by defining an injection








For v 2 P.v0/ let c.v/ D .0.v/IL/, and for w 2 P.v1/ let c.w/ D .1.w/I P/. We proceed
by induction on k. Assume that the coordinatization function c is defined on P1.v0/; : : : ;
Pk.v0/. We want to attach coordinates to v 2 PkC1.v0/ nPk.v1/. There exists a unique vertex
w 2 Pk.v0/ nPk−1.v1/ which is incident with v. Let c.w/ D .a0; : : : ; ak−1I typew/. There is
a unique index i 2 f1; : : : ; n − 1g with the property dist.w; vi / D n (and dist.v; vi / D n − 1).
We set c.v/ D .a0; : : : ; ak−1; i .projvi v/I type v/. For x 2 PkC1.v0/ \ Pk.v1/ there exists a
unique y 2 Pk.v0/ \ Pk−1.v1/ incident with x . Let c.y/ D .b0; : : : ; bk−2I type y/. Then there
exists a unique index i 2 fn C 1; : : : ; 2n − 1g with dist.y; vi / D n (and dist.x; vi / D n − 1).
We set c.x/ D .b0; : : : ; bk−2; i .projvi x/I type v/.
The coordinates of vertices different from v0 and v1 are sequences of at most n−1 elements
of T where elements of R alternate with elements of S. It depends on the parity of n as well
as on the type of a vertex whether its first coordinate entry is in R or in S.
Usually we write .a0; : : : ; ak/ and [b0; : : : ; bk] instead of .a0; : : : ; akI P/ and .b0; : : : ; bkIL/,
respectively. Note that for n odd the type function is necessary in order to distinguish points
from lines. In the case that n is even one could remove the type function by choosing disjoint
sets of coordinates R and S. Then points could be identified by the property that the last entry
in the coordinate vector is an element of R. However, it seems to be more common to require
that both coordinatizing sets share the symbols 0 and 1.
Up to this point we have only assigned names to all points and lines of P . Now we want
to express the incidence relation in terms of coordinates. Let v D .a0; : : : ; akI type v/ and
w D .b0; : : : ; blI typew/ be vertices with k < n − 2 or l < n − 2. From the coordinatization
procedure it is obvious that v is incident with w if and only if type v 6D typew, k D l  1,
and a0 D b0; : : : ; am D bm where m D minfk; lg. Thus it remains to determine which
vertices with coordinates of maximal length are incident with each other. This gives rise to
functions M1; : : : ;Mn−2 in the following way.
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Let v D .a0; : : : ; an−2I type v/ and w D .b0; : : : ; bn−2I typew/, where type v 6D typew,
and type v D P if and only if n is even. This implies that a2i ; b2iC1 2 R, a2iC1; b2i 2 S. Put
Mk.a0I b0; : : : ; bn−2/ D ak;
for 1  k  n − 2, if v is incident with w. We call .M1; : : : ;Mn−2/ the polygonal domain
of P with respect to .A; R; S; .i /2n−1iD0 /.
From the coordinatization procedure it follows that polygonal domains satisfy the conditions
below.
M1.0I b0; : : : ; bn−2/ D 0
M1.a0I 0n−2; bn−2/ D bn−2
Mk.a0I 0n−2; bn−2/ D 0 for 2  k  n − 2:
./
Of course, this is a very weak form of coordinatization. A slightly stronger version will
be considered in the next section. Here we will not make any attempt to develop axioms for
polygonal domains in order to express the axioms of a generalized polygon in an algebraic
form. Obviously, this could be done along the lines of Hanssens and Van Maldeghem [5, 1.2].
Clearly, duals of the functions Mk can be defined. More formally, for A D .v1; v0; v2n−1,
v2n−2; : : : ; v2/ we call the polygonal domain .M1 ; : : : ;M

n−2/ of the dual polygon P D
.L; P; I / with respect to .A; S; R; .2nC1−i /2n−1iD0 / the dual polygonal domain of P with
respect to .A; R; S; .i /2n−1iD0 /.
In the following we frequently identify points and lines with their respective coordinates.
Consider generalized n-gons P;P 0. Assume that M D .M1; : : : ;Mn−2/, M0 D .M 01; : : : ;
M 0n−2/ are polygonal domains of P;P 0 with respect to .A; R; S; .i /2n−1iD0 / and .A0; R0; S0,
.0i /
2n−1
iD0 /, respectively. Let A D .v0; : : : ; v2n−1/ and A0 D .v00; : : : ; v02n−1/. A family of
bijections .0; : : : ; n−2I0; : : : ; n−2/ with
2i : R! R0; 2iC1 : S! S0;
2i : S! S0; 2iC1 : R! R0;
and i .0/ D i .0/ D 0 is called an isotopism of M to M0 if for each k we have
k.Mk.a0I b0; : : : ; bn−2// D M 0k.0.a0/I0.b0/; : : : ; n−2.bn−2//:
Because of ./ the hypothesis i .0/ D i .0/ D 0 for any i could formally be weakened.
Due to the surjectivity of each function Mk it is immediate that the values of 1; : : : ; n−2
only depend on 0; 0; : : : n−2. We will focus on this point below.
THEOREM 2.1. Let P;P 0 be generalized n-gons with respective polygonal domains M and
M0 as above.
Then M and M0 are isotopic if and only if there is a collineation  from P to P 0 satisfying
v

k D v0k for each k.
PROOF. First assume that there exists an isotopism .0; : : : ; n−2I0; : : : ; n−2/ from M
to M0. Then the requested collineation  is given by
.a0; : : : ; an−1I X/ D .0.a0/; : : : ; n−2.an−2/I X 0/;
.b0; : : : ; bn−1I not X/ D .0.b0/; : : : ; n−2.bn−2/I not X 0/;
where X D P and X 0 D P 0 for n even, whereas X D L and X 0 D L0 for n odd. The images of
vertices with less coordinate entries are defined by an appropriate truncation of the equations
above.
Now let  be a collineation from P to P 0 mapping each vk to v0k . Putting
k.t/ D 0nCkC1.−1nCkC1.t/

/ and k.u/ D 0n−k.−1n−k.u/

/
one can verify that .0; : : : ; n−2I0; : : : ; n−2/ is an isotopism. 2
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More generally, a similar result can be proved for homomorphisms of generalized polygons
(cf. Prieß-Crampe [11], V.4, Satz 1, for projective planes). This leads to the concept of
homotopy of polygonal domains; this must not be confused with the topological notion.
COROLLARY 2.2. Let P be a generalized n-gon with a collineation group acting transitively
on the set of all ordered ordinary n-gons (apartments).
Then all polygonal domains of P are isotopic.
The hypothesis of the preceding corollary is equivalent to the property that the full coll-
ineation group of P has a BN-pair of rank 2. In particular, all Moufang polygons have this
property.
In the finite case these are the only generalized polygons which admit a collineation group
with a BN-pair (cf. Buekenhout and Van Maldeghem [1, 2]). In the infinite case, however,
many non-classical examples can be constructed (cf. Tits [15]).
LEMMA 2.3. Let P;P 0 be generalized n-gons with respective polygonal domains M and
M0 as above.
If .0; : : : ; n−2I0; : : : ; n−2/ is an isotopism from M to M0 then for 1  k  n − 2 we
have k D n−k−1:
PROOF. By Theorem 2.1 there exists a collineation  from P to P 0 which is canonically
induced by the given isotopism. Now from axiom (L2) it follows that







An isotopy .0; 0; 0; 0; : : : I0; 0; 0; 0; : : :/ is called an isomorphism. In view of
Lemma 2.3 we then additionally have 0 D 0, if n is odd.
3. NORMALIZED POLYGONAL DOMAINS
In the previous section we assigned special roˆles to the coordinate symbols 0 and 1. Now
we want to make use of the symbol 1 in order to characterize a particularly important subclass
of polygonal domains.
Again let P D .P;L; I / be a generalized n-gon, and let M be its polygonal domain with
respect to .A; R; S; .i /2n−1iD0 /, where A D .v0; : : : ; v2n−1/.
The polygonal domain M is called normalized, if the labellings satisfy
2n−1.projv2n−1.proj.1;0n−2Inot type vn/ −11 .r/// D r and
2.projv2.proj.1;0n−2Itype vn/ −10 .s/// D s;
.N/
for each r 2 R and each s 2 S. This implies that
Mn−2.aI 1; 0n−2/ D a for any a 2 R
as well as the corresponding condition for the dual polygonal domain. By resetting the la-
bellings 2n−1 and 2 (together with n−1 and nC2 because of (L2)) according to (N) any
polygonal domain can be turned into a normalized polygonal domain. We refer to this procedure
as normalization. Applying (2.1) to the identity collineation on P shows that normalization is
an isotopism.
In the case of projective planes this implies that the choice of a single labelling i uniquely
determines the other labellings. For generalized quadrangles one labelling for each type of
vertices is needed.
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In general, a normalized polygonal domain of a projective plane is a weaker structure than
a planar ternary ring (cf. Hughes and Piper [6, Section V.3, (5.1)]). In fact, the multiplicative
structure derived from a polygonal domain of a projective plane is a quasi-group with a one-
sided identity.
An isotopism .0; : : : ; n−2I0; : : : ; n−2/ of normalized polygonal domains M and M0 is
called normalized if 0.1/ D 0.1/ D 1. In this case the polygonal domains M and M0 are
called normally isotopic.
LEMMA 3.1. Let .0; : : : ; n−2I0; : : : ; n−2/ be a normalized isotopism from M to M0,
where M and M0 are normalized polygonal domains of generalized polygons P and P 0, re-
spectively.
Then n−2 D 0 and n−2 D 0.
PROOF. By duality we only have to show one of the equations. Now n−2.r/ D n−2.Mn−2
.rI 1; 0n−2// D M 0n−2.0.r/I 1; 0n−2/ D 0.r/ for any r 2 R. 2
As an immediate consequence of Lemmas 2.3 and 3.1 we obtain additional information for
projective planes and generalized quadrangles.
COROLLARY 3.2. Any normalized isotopism of normalized polygonal domains of general-
ized n-gons for n 2 f3; 4g is an isomorphism.
In the case of a finite generalized polygon P the cardinality of a punctured line and the
cardinality of a punctured pencil of lines are called the parameters of P . Without any restriction
on the gonality of P one can show the following.
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let P;P 0 be finite generalized polygons with parameters .s; t/ where
s; t  3. Let M;M0 be normalized polygonal domains for P and P 0, respectively.
Then any normalized isotopism from M to M0 is an isomorphism.
PROOF. Without loss of generality we may assume that R D R0 and S D S0. Let
.0; : : : ; n−2I0; : : : ; n−2/ be a normalized isotopism from M to M0. Obviously, 2i D
2iC1 D idR and 2iC1 D 2i D idS . 2
In those cases which are not yet covered by the two preceding results one can always have
normalized isotopisms which are not isomorphisms.
PROPOSITION 3.4. A normalized polygonal domain of a generalized n-gon P D .P;L; I /
with n  5 and jP.v/j > 4 for some v 2 V always admits a normalized isotopism which is not
an isomorphism.
PROOF. Up to duality we have jP.[1]/j > 4. Let r; r 0 2 Rnf0; 1g with r 6D r 0. Let .i /2n−1iD0
be a labelling of A D .v0; : : : ; v2n−1/. We put 0i D i with the exceptions 04.r/ D 0nC4.r/ D
r 0 and 04.r
0/ D 0nC4.r 0/ D r . Now .0nC1  −1nC1; : : : ; 02n−1  −12n−1I 0n  −1n ; : : : ; 02  −12 /
is a normalized isotopism of the polygonal domain of P with respect to .A; R; S; .i /2n−1iD0 /
onto the polygonal domain of P with respect to .A; R; S; .0i /2n−1iD0 /. It is not an isomorphism
because 04  −14 6D 02  −12 D idR . 2
The concatenation of functions is to be interpreted as f  g.x/ D f .g.x//.
We want to interpret normalized isotopisms in terms of collineations. There is a unique
path .wnC2 D .1; 0n−2I type vn/; wnC3; : : : ; w2nC1 D [1]/ of length n − 1 joining the ver-
tex .1; 0n−2I type vn/ and the line [1]. Setting wk D vk for 0  k  n C 1 this means that
.w0; : : : ; w2nC1/ is a closed path of length 2n C 2, i.e. it is an ordinary .n C 1/-gon.
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THEOREM 3.5. Let P;P 0 be generalized n-gons with respective normalized polygonal
domains M and M0 as above.
Then M and M0 are normally isotopic if and only if there is a collineation  from P to P 0
satisfying wk D w0k for each k.
PROOF. Assume that M and M0 are normally isotopic. By Theorem 2.1 the induced
collineation  maps vk to v0k for each k. Looking at the definition of  in the proof of
Theorem 2.1 we observe that the vertex wnC2 D .1; 0n−2I type vn/ of P is mapped to the
vertex w0nC2 D .1; 0n−2I type v0n/ of P 0. Also w2nC1 D w02nC1. Therefore wk D w0k for each k.
Let  be a collineation from P to P 0 mapping each wk to w0k . As the path of length n − 1joining vnC1 and v0 is uniquely determined (the same is also true for the path of length n − 1
joining v0nC1 and v00) it readily follows that  maps each vk to v0k . So theorem (2.1) applies.
We define k and k as in the proof of theorem 2.1. Then 0.1/ D 0nC1.−1nC1.1// D
 0nC1.w

nC2/ D 0nC1.w0nC2/ D 1 and dually 0.1/ D 1. 2
COROLLARY 3.6. Let P be a generalized n-gon with a collineation group acting transitively
on the set of all ordered ordinary .n C 1/-gons.
Then all normalized polygonal domains of P are normally isotopic.
COROLLARY 3.7. Let P be a generalized n-gon with n 2 f3; 4g such that there is a
collineation group acting transitively on the set of all ordered ordinary .n C 1/-gons.
Then all normalized polygonal domains of P are isomorphic.
(Cf. Hughes and Piper [6, Section V.3, ex. 5.2].)
The full collineation group of a Moufang projective plane acts transitively on the set of or-
dered quadrangles, (cf. Pickert [10, Section 7.3]). In general the corresponding condition is not
satisfied for arbitrary Moufang polygons (cf. Thas and Van Maldeghem [13] for a complete dis-
cussion of the finite case). In Joswig [7, 2.8], it is proved that orthogonal quadrangles (defined
over arbitrary fields of characteristic 6D 2) admit a pentagon-transitive group of collineations.
Actually, the result holds without the restriction on the characteristic. From De Smet and Van
Maldeghem [3] it can be inferred that the split Cayley hexagons admit a group of collineations
that acts transitively on the set of ordered heptagons (cf. Joswig [7, proof of Theorem A]).
4. MULTIPLE PSEUDO ELATION GENERALIZED POLYGONS
Let P D .P;L; I / be a generalized n-gon. A vertex v is called a pseudo elation center
if there is a group of collineations which fixes all vertices incident with p and which acts
transitively on the set Pn.p/. If this action is regular, then p is called an elation center. If v
is a line it is usually called a (pseudo) elation axis. If P has a (pseudo) elation center, then it
is called a (pseudo) elation generalized polygon. If P has at least two (pseudo) elation centers
(maybe of different type), then it is called a multiple (pseudo) elation generalized polygon.
There are plenty of examples for elation generalized polygons. In fact, any vertex v of a
Moufang polygon is an elation center with the unipotent radical of the pointwise stabilizer
of P.v/ as an elation group. Furthermore, many of the known non-classical generalized quad-
rangles are elation generalized quadrangles (those arising from flocks of cones, for example).
The so-called ‘bad eggs’ of Kantor [8] as well as their infinite analogues (cf. Van Maldeghem
[16, 3.1.3]), provide examples for multiple elation generalized quadrangles which do not satisfy
the Moufang property.
An elation projective plane is a translation plane: let L be an elation axis with elation
group E. Due to the regularity of the action of E on P n P.L/ the group E does not contain
homologies. So it consists of translations, i.e. elations with axis L . Therefore a multiple
pseudo elation projective plane is a plane of Lenz type at least V.
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LEMMA 4.1. Let p be a pseudo elation center with pseudo elation group E.
Then for any vertex v 2 Pk.p/ with 1  k < n the stabilizer of v in E acts transitively
on P.v/ \ PkC1.p/.
PROOF. Let x; y 2 P.v/\PkC1.p/. Choose x 0; y0 2 Pn.p/ with dist.x; x 0/ D dist.y; y0/ D
n− k−1. As p is a pseudo elation center there is a collineation  which fixes P.p/ pointwise
and which moves x 0 to y0. Now  maps the path .x 0; : : : ; v; : : : ; projp v/ of length n − 1 to
.y0; : : : ; v; : : : ; projp v/. In particular, we have v D v. 2
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let v;w be pseudo elation centers with a joining path .v0 D v; v1; : : : ;
vk D w/ where k  n.
Then any vertex incident with the vertex vk−1 is a pseudo elation center.
PROOF. Let E be a pseudo elation group for v. By Lemma 4.1, the group E acts transitively
on P.vk−1/ n fvk−2g. Therefore all vertices in P.vk−1/ n fvk−2g are pseudo elation centers.
Again by Lemma 4.1, an elation group for w acts transitively on P.vk−1/ n fwg yielding that
any vertex incident with vk−1 is a pseudo elation center. 2
(Cf. Hughes and Piper [6, Section IV.4.19].)
An obvious induction gives the two following results.
COROLLARY 4.3. Let v;w be pseudo elation centers of the same type with a joining path
.v0 D v; v1; : : : ; v2k D w/ where 2k  n.
Then any vertex incident with a vertex v2iC1 for 1  i  k − 1 is a pseudo elation center.
COROLLARY 4.4. Let v;w be pseudo elation centers of different type with a joining path
.v0 D v; v1; : : : ; v2kC1 D w/ where 2k C 1  n.
Then any vertex incident with a vertex vi for 1  i  2k is a pseudo elation center.
LEMMA 4.5. Let p; q be two joined points which are pseudo elation centers with respective
pseudo elation groups E.p/, E.q/.
Then the group generated by E.p/ and E.q/ fixes the joining line p _ q and acts transitively
on the set of vertices opposite to p _ q.
PROOF. Let L D p_q. Choose vertices v;w 2 Pn.L/. As p is a pseudo elation center there
is a collineation  2 E.p/ mapping projv q to projw q. By Lemma 4.1 there is a collineation
in E.q/ stabilizing projq w and mapping v to w. 2
An apartment .v0; : : : ; v2n−1/ with v2i 2 P and v2iC1 2 L is called standard if v0 is a
pseudo elation center and if v1 is a pseudo elation axis or v2 is a pseudo elation center.
By Corollaries 4.3 and 4.4 each multiple pseudo elation generalized polygon has a standard
apartment, up to duality. A polygonal domain with respect to .A; R; S; .i /2n−1iD0 / for a multiple
pseudo elation generalized polygon is called standard if A is a standard apartment.
PROPOSITION 4.6. Let P be a multiple pseudo elation generalized n-gon with standard
apartments .v0; : : : ; v2n−1/ and .w0; : : : ; w2n−1/.
Then there is a collineation  of P with vi D wi for each i .
PROOF. By Corollaries 4.3 and 4.1 there is a collineation that maps the pseudo elation
center v0 to the pseudo elation center w0. So assume that v0 D w0.
Consider the case where v1 and w1 are pseudo elation axes. If v1 6D w1 then by Lemma 4.1
any line passing through v0 is a pseudo elation axis. Choose L 2 P.v0/ n fv1; w1g. Again
Lemma 4.1 implies that there is a collineation which fixes v0 and maps v1 to w1. So assume
that v1 D w1. Applying Lemma 4.1 once more the group generated by a pseudo elation group
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for v0 and a pseudo elation group for v1 acts transitively on the set of flags opposite to .v0; v1/.
Each of these flags uniquely determines an apartment containing .v0; v1/.
Let v2 and w2 be pseudo elation centers. By Corollaries 4.3 and 4.1 there is a collineation
fixing v0 and mapping v2 to w2. So assume that v2 D w2. By Lemma 4.5 the claim follows.
Finally assume that v1 is a pseudo elation axis and w2 is a pseudo elation center. If w2 is
not on v1, then by Corollary 4.4 any line passing through v0 is a pseudo elation axis and we
are in the situation of the first case. 2
In view of Theorem 2.1 we have proved the following theorem.
THEOREM 4.7. Let P;P 0 be multiple pseudo elation generalized n-gons with standard po-
lygonal domains M;M0.
Then P and P 0 are isomorphic if and only if M and M0 are isotopic.
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